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Force: Still a ‘Civilian Power’?
Hanns W. Maull

After the Second World War, West German foreign policy settled into the
mould of a ‘civilian power’ – a particular foreign-policy identity which
promoted multilateralism, institution-building and supranational integration,
and tried to constrain the use of force in international relations through
national and international norms.1 This foreign-policy role concept survived
beyond unification. It was shaped by Germany’s traumatic past: the lessons of
history led to aversion, or at least profound scepticism, vis-à-vis any use of
military force; a fierce determination never again to allow German militarism
and nationalism to threaten European stability; a desire never again to break
ranks with Western democracies; and, later on, also to a strong commitment to
projecting universal democratic values in foreign policy.

Since unification, while the threat emanating from Soviet military power
and the division of Germany and Europe into two fundamentally antagonistic
camps has disappeared, violent ethno-nationalist conflicts have erupted on
Europe’s periphery. Of most immediate importance to Germany, home for
some 750,000 former Yugoslavs in the early 1990s, was large-scale violence in
the wars of  Yugoslavia’s disintegration.2 As a result of those challenges, and in
response to new demands on German security policy both from within and
without, Germany has shifted to a security posture which in principle accepts
the need for German participation in military interventions outside the
traditional NATO context of collective defence.

While clearly representing an important evolution, this new security posture
does not constitute a fundamental departure from Germany’s post-war foreign-
policy identity as a civilian power. In the new security environment, some of
Germany’s core values became mutually incompatible, or at least difficult to
reconcile. What has emerged is a new security posture which manages to
reconcile most (though not all) core values of Germany’s post-war foreign-
policy role concept with the requirements of a new security setting. This new
security posture still closely approximates the civilian-power ideal. Changes in
the future will probably not involve any fundamental departures from this
foreign-policy identity. The use of force without a clear international mandate
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(as was the case for Bundeswehr participation in the Kosovo intervention) will
remain unlikely, although not inconceivable. More likely, Germany’s policies
may be weakened by insufficient domestic financial and political support, and
a growing reluctance to take risks and carry weighty burdens for the sake of
foreign-policy objectives, no matter how important they may be.

There is both good and bad news for European security and defence policy
(ESDP) in this evolution of German security policy. The good news is that
Germany now in principle has enabled itself to participate fully, and on a
roughly equal footing with France and Britain, in NATO or European military
action beyond traditional missions of collective defence. Berlin also has begun
to face up to some of the practical implications of this shift by launching a major
effort to restructure the Bundeswehr into a largely professional force capable of
power projection. All this has added weight to Germany’s long-standing
political support for a European common security and defence policy, thus
giving ESDP its new momentum. The bad news is that the shift in Germany’s
security policy so far has been more political than military, and more symbolic
than real. The Bundeswehr reforms are unlikely to receive the kind of financial
resources and political commitment that they would need, and German
security policies will probably continue to be troubled by unresolved strategic
issues. While the outcome of the reform debate will undoubtedly make the
Bundeswehr more of an intervention force, lack of money will probably make
this change messy and drawn-out. It also seems unlikely that the reform of the
Bundeswehr and the many open practical issues of ESDP, which will require a
continuous stream of politically tough decisions and implementation measures,
will get the kind of political attention they would need. Moreover, the
implications of this shift have not yet been digested politically. It has been
driven by the desire to remain bündnisfähig (capable of participating fully in
Western security institutions). Yet Germany does not yet know for what
purpose it wants to do so, nor has it sorted out all the political implications of
this shift.

Humanitarian intervention: preparing the ground
Before unification, Germany had been reluctant to contemplate any use of force
outside traditional NATO missions of collective defence. While there had
repeatedly been requests for German participation in Western out-of-area
operations, and later also for German contributions to UN peacekeeping
operations, until 1990 the Federal Republic had never actually deployed
Bundeswehr units in any such operations.

This restricted attitude began to change from 1990. The first catalyst came
from the Kuwait crisis and the Gulf War in 1990–91. Germany’s reluctance to
assume any direct role in the military operations to liberate Kuwait caused
considerable tensions with the US and other allies. This triggered a reassess-
ment of Germany’s policies towards Bundeswehr participation in peacekeeping
missions outside NATO, and Bonn began gradually to wade into such
operations. In 1992–93, a medical unit of 150 doctors and nurses served with
the UN Transitional Authority in Cambodia. In 1993–94, 1,700 soldiers were
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sent to Somalia as part of another UN peacekeeping operation, during which
German soldiers shot and killed a Somali.

The most intense military involvement, however, developed in the former
Yugoslavia. Here, German soldiers and policemen first became involved from
July 1993 in supervising economic sanctions in the context of NATO and
Western European Union (WEU) operations, and subsequently in their
enforcement. German soldiers constituted about one-third of the fully
integrated NATO Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACs) units,
which were assigned the task of monitoring and enforcing a no-fly-zone over
Bosnia. During the final stages of the Bosnia War in 1995, Bonn first reluctantly
accepted the need for German participation in an eventual NATO operation to
extract UN Protection Force (UNPROFOR) personnel, and then gave its
agreement to participation of German Tornados in NATO’s aerial attacks
against the Bosnian Serbs. Germany also participated substantially in both the
Implementation Force (IFOR) and Stabilisation Force (SFOR). Clearly, even
before 1998, Germany’s attitudes towards the use of force had undergone
significant changes. The use of the Bundeswehr crossed several important
political hurdles, notably the willingness to join combat operations, to accept
casualties and to create victims on the opposing side. Germany’s participation
in the 1999 Kosovo War and the subsequent peacekeeping effort thus did not
constitute a security-policy reorientation, but only consummated it.

The war between the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) and Serbian security
forces began in February 1998; in July, Serbian forces went on the offensive,
and diplomatic pressure by the Contact Group (France, Germany, Italy, Russia,
the UK and the US) on Belgrade to halt its campaign of ethnic cleansing
intensified. But Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic remained unmoved,
and thus the Western powers escalated their threats against Belgrade through
NATO. By October, NATO was ready to move towards air strikes against the
former Yugoslavia. Meanwhile, on 27 September 1998, the German electorate
voted into power a new coalition government, led by Social Democrat (SDP)
Gerhard Schröder as Chancellor, with Joschka Fischer, the charismatic leader of
the Greens, as Vice-Chancellor and Foreign Minister.

Even before it formally took office, the new government was confronted
with demands from its NATO allies for approval and participation in air
strikes. Since Russia and China refused to contemplate a UN Security Council
resolution invoking Chapter VII of the UN Charter for the use of force against
former Yugoslavia, NATO would have had to act without Security Council
approval. Confronted by Washington on 12 October 1998, Schröder and Fischer
conceded within a few minutes. The new position of the German government
was supported by a vote in the Bundestag. Five hundred members voted in
favour, while 18 abstained. Sixty-two members voted against, most of them
from the PDS (the former East German communist party), which was the only
party firmly to reject Bundeswehr deployment. The coalition parties had
survived their first test reasonably intact.

Diplomatic efforts by Richard Holbrooke managed to stave off the air
attacks for some time. The compromise he negotiated with Milosevic fell apart,
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however, when fighting on the ground intensified. After a particularly
gruesome massacre in the village of Racak, the Contact Group undertook
another desperate diplomatic effort to pressure Belgrade and the KLA into
accepting a modus vivendi under the eyes of a NATO peacekeeping force. The
effort, conducted for two weeks at Rambouillet near Paris, failed and on 24
March 1999 NATO launched its long-threatened air attacks.3 Germany’s
involvement was rather limited: it supplied some 14 Tornado aircraft, of which
ten were equipped for electronic reconnaissance and countermeasures against
enemy air defences, and four for optical reconnaissance. In addition, the
Bundeswehr played a major part in humanitarian actions to relieve the plight of
Albanian refugees: it organised refugee camps in Macedonia and Albania, and
airlifted some 2,500 tonnes of material in over 250 transport flights.4

Government support for NATO held firm, although dissent within the
coalition parties – and particularly within the Greens – intensified as the war
progressed. Germany’s diplomatic efforts to secure a political settlement
constituted one important reason why the government was able to maintain its
stance. These efforts involved getting Russia back into the diplomatic picture,
securing a political settlement and ensuring support from the UN Security
Council. Eventually, all these goals were achieved – Foreign Minister Fischer
was given particular credit for this, turning him into Germany’s most popular
politician.

Once the air war was finished, the government moved quickly to increase its
originally envisaged participation in the Kosovo Force (KFOR) by 2,000, to
8,500, making it the second largest contingent, significantly exceeding the
number of US military personnel (presently about 5,900).5 Overall, this implied
a commitment of up to 13,000 Bundeswehr soldiers to peacekeeping operations
in Bosnia and Kosovo. To allow for adequate preparation and rotation of the
troops on active duty, this minimum number has to be tripled, and so the
German role in peacekeeping in former Yugoslavia effectively stretched the
military capabilities of the Bundeswehr crisis-reaction forces to their limits:
under restructuring plans formulated in the mid-1990s, their theoretical
strength was to reach 50,000.6

The decision to participate in KFOR also once again brought up the issue of
a Security Council mandate, and discussions in the Cabinet initially considered
language which would have permitted Bundeswehr participation even in the
absence of a clear mandate. But the opposition, the Greens and part of the SPD
insisted on a green light from the UN; the Chancellor then changed his script
for an address to the Bundestag in order to demand such a mandate himself.7

The domestic context
During the Kosovo crisis, the new coalition government of Social Democrats
and Greens crossed two critical thresholds with regard to the use of force. First,
Bonn accepted the need for Bundeswehr participation in NATO air attacks, thus
for the first time seriously involving German soldiers in protracted combat
missions. Second, the government agreed to do so in the absence of a mandate
from the UN Security Council – that is, without unambiguous legitimacy under
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international law. Other constraints on Germany’s use of force remained. These
included the introduction of ground troops in large-scale combat operations,
involving much greater risks of loss of German lives; or, more broadly, a
willingness to conduct war with the determination to prevail, even at the price
of significant military escalation.8 The three key norms set up by the
Constitutional Court also held: German military action beyond self-defence
was deemed permissible only as part of a multilateral operation conducted by a
collective security organisation (which the Court, somewhat generously,
defined to include not only the United Nations, but also NATO and the WEU)
and designed to uphold peace and international security, and with the
approval of the Bundestag.

While some of the old ‘culture of restraint’ which previous governments had
invoked so frequently thus remained, Germany’s participation in the Kosovo
campaign nevertheless raises some serious questions about the future direction
of German security policy. Why did Bonn cross those critical thresholds? And
what about the old notion of ‘civilian power’? Did those steps not imply a
fundamental departure from Germany’s post-war, post-unification foreign-
policy role?

The government
When the new coalition government took office in October 1998, its agreed
policy platform was remarkably vague and non-controversial on issues of
foreign and security policy. On out-of-area issues, it signalled that it would
make forces available for UN peacekeeping operations, but it otherwise
confined itself to generalities which reflected a desire to emphasise continuity.9

When the Kosovo crisis began, the new government nevertheless almost
immediately agreed to have the Luftwaffe join NATO, even without a UN
Security Council mandate. There were three major reasons for this. First,
Germany, and the Red/Green coalition in particular, had to demonstrate their
reliability as partners of the Western alliance beyond any shadow of doubt; any
suspicion of yet another German Sonderweg, would have made life extremely
difficult for the new, as yet untested coalition. When Schröder and Fischer
visited Washington in October 1998, elected but not yet formally in office, they
quickly understood this, and bowed to the inevitable.

Yet it is doubtful whether solidarity with the other NATO members alone
would have been sufficient to keep the war coalition together. This was
effected, critically, by a second powerful motivation: the humanitarian
objective of ending the ethnic cleansing in Kosovo. Abhorrence, with an
admixture of guilt (about the more distant Nazi past, as well as about the more
recent Western failure in Bosnia) provided a powerful reason for advocating
the use of force.10

A third fundamental consideration was concern about stability in South-
eastern Europe and the damage to the credibility and effectiveness of European
and international institutions – above all NATO, the European Union (EU) and
the UN – if the war in Kosovo was allowed to continue unchecked. German
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foreign policy was obsessed with the dangers of European instability, and
axiomatically multilateralist. It therefore depended, perhaps more than any
other major country, on functioning international institutions. After the war, it
was this aspect which Foreign Minister Fischer particularly emphasised in
justifying Germany’s participation in the NATO air attacks.11 Ultimately,
Germany was much too exposed, and much too vulnerable to the ripple effects
of any further deterioration of the situation in the Balkans, for the country not
to get involved in NATO’s air battle.

Two further, subsidiary motives behind German participation in the NATO
intervention were essentially pragmatic. First, there was considerable concern
in Germany about the potential influx of refugees from Kosovo. Clearly, this
was where most Kosovars would have wanted to go if they were unable to
return to their homes.12 Many had relatives in Germany, and many more saw
Germany as their destination of choice. Already burdened with a large refugee
population from Bosnia and substantial numbers of ethnic Albanians (who
played a highly disproportionate role in the organised drug trade), German
authorities were alarmed at the possibility of another large influx of refugees.

Second, abstaining from participation in NATO action – if it was feasible at
all – would certainly have resulted in self-isolation and a loss of influence on
NATO policies. Abstention would have implied abdication – yet abdication
could not be in Germany’s interest. The way in which the Kosovo conflict
would be settled was bound to have far-reaching implications for European
security, European stability and European order.

Political parties
For both parties in the coalition, the Kosovo crisis marked an important step in
the evolution of their attitudes towards the use of force – but no revolution. The
evolution had begun with the debate in Germany about the 1991 Gulf War, and
it reached its culmination in 1995, towards the end of the Bosnia war. What
happened in 1998–99 represented the consummation of changes which had
been under way for several years. Those changes were driven by external
events in Kosovo and by the perceived responsibilities of government, but also
by inconsistencies in the core beliefs and positions of both the SPD and the
Greens, which were put into stark relief by those events.

The Gulf War had triggered an agonising debate in the SPD about the use of
force.13 This debate had split the party – and its leadership – into three camps: a
pacifist left which rejected any deployment of the Bundeswehr outside the
traditional NATO mission of collective defence; a centrist majority which
accepted Bundeswehr participation in UN peacekeeping operations, but rejected
any role in peace-enforcement, even if mandated by the Security Council; and a
small but politically influential minority in the leadership which supported
German participation in both peacekeeping and peace-enforcement, as long as
there was a clear Security Council mandate. The party was unable to reconcile
the differences between the three camps; efforts by the party leadership to
secure party support for Bundeswehr participation at least in ‘robust’
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peacekeeping operations failed at party congresses in 1991 and 1992. The SPD
decision to bring the issues before the Constitutional Court therefore probably
was in part motivated by a desire by the party leadership to break this intra-
party deadlock.

The ruling of the Court, but even more the events in Bosnia – notably the fall
of Srebrenica and the massacre of much of the remaining male population of
that ‘safe haven’ – played a catalytic role for the intra-party debate. An
influential group of party elders (among them Rudolf Scharping, Günther
Verheugen and Karsten Voigt) now publicly supported Bundeswehr partici-
pation in peace-enforcement, as well as peacekeeping missions. Much of the
party leadership backed the Christian Democrat/Liberal government of
Helmut Kohl in its willingness to participate in a NATO operation to protect an
eventual UNPROFOR withdrawal from Bosnia – a mission which could have
involved combat operations. But the SPD was still unable to take a common
position on this issue, and in the Bundestag vote on 30 June 1995, only 45 SPD
members – including most of the party’s foreign- and security-policy
heavyweights – voted for the government. In December 1995, the majority of
the parliamentary party supported German participation in IFOR, but 55 SPD
parliamentarians from the pacifist wing voted against. The SPD thus continued
to be visibly split on the issue. The only point on which almost all agreed was a
refusal to contemplate any use of the Bundeswehr outside traditional NATO
contingencies without a clear UN Security Council mandate. Beyond that, the
party was divided between a moderate wing (represented by a clear majority of
the parliamentary party, led by Scharping) and the left, led by the new party
chairman Oskar Lafontaine, who enjoyed a strong bedrock of support at the
grass-root level and in the party organisation. But it was also clear that the
consensus in the Social Democratic party was shifting, and that it would shift
further once the SPD came to power.14

The Greens were, if anything, even more bitterly divided.15 As a political
grouping which had its West German roots in the peace movement, the party
contained a strong and principled pacifist wing and thus rejected any use of
force, demanded the dismantling of the Bundeswehr and the substitution of
NATO with effective collective-security arrangements within the then
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (now the OSCE) and the
UN. West German Greens also rejected any German participation in UN
peacekeeping missions. The East German party Bündnis 90, however, which in
June 1993 merged with the Greens, took a more moderate view, expressed in a
draft text for a change of the Grundgesetz (Constitution) which would have
enabled Germany to participate in UN peacekeeping missions.

The change in the Greens’ attitude towards the use of force, the Bundeswehr
and NATO again came through developments in the former Yugoslavia. The
party itself was divided, much like the SPD, in three different factions of about
equal strength: the radical pacifists on the left, the ‘Realos’ around Joschka
Fischer, and a middle group led by Ludger Volmer, who tried to reconcile the
differences through compromise positions. As early as mid-1992, some
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prominent Greens publicly had supported the use of force to disband the
concentration camps in Bosnia.16 The debate challenged pacifist convictions that
any use of force could only escalate death and suffering, and posited, under
certain circumstances, the need for military intervention to prevent mass
murder, terror and eviction. Thus, Fischer argued in late 1995 in the Bundestag:

We are in a real conflict between basic values. On the one hand, there is the
renunciation of force as a vision of a world in which conflicts are resolved rationally,
through recourse to laws and majority decisions, through the constitutional process
and no longer through brute force; a world in which military means are rejected, and
in which the aim is to create structures to replace them and make them redundant.
On the other hand, there is the bloody dilemma that human beings may be able to
survive only with the use of military force. Between solidarity for survival and our
commitment to non-violence – that is our dilemma.17

Fischer’s positions gained considerable favour among the party leadership, and
an influential group of Greens supported German participation in NATO
operations to attack Serb positions and support UNPROFOR. Waltraud
Schoppe even argued that Europe needed to develop a ‘culture of intervention’,
including intervention with military force, in situations such as that in Bosnia.18

A few members of the Bundestag supported the government in the June 1995
vote on German participation in support of UNPROFOR, and the parlia-
mentary party was split evenly between supporters and opponents of German
participation in IFOR in the December 1995 Bundestag vote.

The former coalition of CDU/CSU and FDP, which now – together with the
PDS – forms the opposition, still held office as caretakers when the issues
exploded in October 1998. Both parties in principle had moved after the Gulf
War towards support for German participation in peacekeeping and peace
enforcement; they differed, however, on the interpretation of the legal and
constitutional norms governing such missions, with the FDP insisting on a
constitutional clarification. From 1991 to 1994, it was the CDU which had
pushed hardest for a revision of Germany’s security policy on out-of-area
missions. Defence Minister Volker Rühe pursued a clever and effective strategy
of pushing outward against the constraints on the use of the Bundeswehr
through involvement in various UN peacekeeping missions, from Cambodia to
the former Yugoslavia. (The opposition, but also Rühe himself, called these his
‘salami tactics’.)

Most parliamentary members of the FDP, in particular Foreign Minister
Klaus Kinkel, soon faced a dilemma: they had to oppose policies which they
generally considered right. This difference eventually was brought before the
Constitutional Court, which clarified the situation by handing the responsibility
for decisions about the use of force back to the politicians: the Court ruled that
any deployment of the Bundeswehr outside the NATO context required prior
approval by the Bundestag. Although this enabled the government to accede to
a NATO request for support in an eventual operation to protect UNPROFOR,
the government credibly insisted that its policies towards the use of force
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would continue to be governed by a ‘culture of restraint’.19 Thus, Bonn
continued to reject any deployment of Bundeswehr ground troops in Bosnia, and
the constraints imposed on the use of some of the Luftwaffe Tornados with
special equipment to suppress anti-aircraft defences deployed within the
NATO operation to protect UNPROFOR were so severe as to render these
aircraft almost useless.20 This approach was shared both by the CDU/CSU and
the FDP.21

During this second phase, positions within the coalition on issues outside
the former Yugoslavia were reversed. Now, it was the FDP – or, more precisely,
Klaus Kinkel and the Foreign Ministry – which pushed for more active
participation of the Bundeswehr in UN peacekeeping operations, while Volker
Rühe and the Ministry of Defence became more circumspect. Rühe repeatedly
foiled plans by the Foreign Ministry to make available Bundeswehr units for UN
missions outside Europe, and he also somewhat scathingly scotched French
suggestions about possible joint interventions of French and German forces in
Africa. On Yugoslavia, however, Rühe during the second half of 1998 once
more surpassed Kinkel, suggesting that NATO – and the Bundeswehr – might
have to intervene even without a UN Security Council mandate.22

From October 1998 onwards, the CDU/CSU and the FDP played a
constructive opposition role, supporting the government’s stance of providing
Tornados to NATO’s air forces and ground troops for KFOR. The opposition
categorically rejected any possibility, however, of supporting Bundeswehr
ground-troop operations in a hostile environment and without a Security
Council mandate. So did the FDP and, of course, the government itself.

The media and public opinion
The views of the German electorate on the use of force have evolved
considerably since unification, broadly in parallel with political party positions.
There has been a clear shift away from an exclusively defence-oriented security
policy, and towards a more permissive attitude on the use of force. This
included deepening public support in principle for Bundeswehr participation
not only in peacekeeping but also in peace-enforcement and humanitarian
intervention. But certain constraints – such as the opposition to real war-
fighting involving ground troops – remained firmly entrenched. German public
opinion continued to be deeply divided between West and East, the East
Germans taking a much more restrictive and sceptical view of NATO, the
Bundeswehr and its deployment for missions other than self-defence.

When NATO launched its air attacks against the former Yugoslavia in
March 1999, a clear majority of the electorate supported German participation,
and 52% were willing to see this continued even if German soldiers were killed.
A majority also believed that NATO had acted on humanitarian grounds, and
saw the use of force as justified in such circumstances. Remarkably, this
majority was particularly large (72%) among supporters of the Greens, which
also – together with supporters of the CDU/CSU – most clearly came out in
favour of war on humanitarian grounds, while in the SPD, the FDP and the
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PDS there were majorities against such wars. Overall, German public opinion
on the NATO intervention did not diverge significantly from that in other
European countries: it supported the intervention steadfastly, but refused the
use of ground troops. Its support was based on humanitarian arguments, rather
than on calculations of power and interest.23 And there lingered beneath the
surface scepticism about the effectiveness of military power. Support for the
use of force was thus conditional on the legitimacy of the aims pursued, but
also on the effectiveness of military power.

Media reporting and the debate among intellectuals during the crisis were
characterised initially by strong moralist overtones: the conflict was mostly
presented in rather stark contrast between good (the Kosovar Albanians) and
evil (Milosevic and the Serbs); only in the later stages of the intervention did
more nuanced and even sceptical views appear. Intellectuals often agonised
over the tensions between the core values of non-violent conflict resolution and
the need to uphold basic human rights.24 Overall, the intellectual debate did not
have much impact on public perceptions or the evolution of policies; rather, it
mirrored the political dilemmas faced by the politicians. It certainly did nothing
to ignite waves of public protest. Although the Ostermärsche, the traditional
Easter demonstrations of the pacifist movement in Germany, was able to
mobilise substantially larger turnout in 1999 than in previous years, much of
this support seemed to lie in east Germany.25

Evolving security policies
Traditionally, Germany’s security policies have been shaped by its geographic
position at the centre of Europe, its self-perceived strengths but also its many
vulnerabilities. The way in which Germany has responded to this geopolitical
environment has, however, differed starkly at different periods, and the choices
made have always been shaped in an important way by domestic political
arrangements. Thus, the Wilhelminian drive for a ‘place in the sun’ and the
ways in which this objective was pursued reflected the role of the military in
Germany’s first unification in 1871, and its influence on the politics of the
Empire. During the Weimar Republic, Germany’s foreign policy was marked
by deep cleavages between the ancien régime and the young democracy. The
Reichwehr’s policies of close cooperation with the Soviet Union expressed the
spirit and the political forces of revisionism, while the foreign policies
conducted by Foreign Ministers Walther Rathenau and, above all, by Gustav
Stresemann, towards Western Europe at their best foreshadowed the successful
foreign policies of the Bonn Republic. Those efforts at reconciliation with the
West failed, however, and were buried under the debris of the Weimar
Republic.

The Second World War and total defeat revolutionised Germany’s security
posture. An entirely different foreign- and security-policy logic unfolded, built
on cooperation instead of competition, on the pursuit of wealth rather than
power, on a quest for integration through transfer of sovereignty instead of a
vain search for autonomy, dominance and status. It rested on the foundations
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of a democratic polity, and projected the rules of this system onto relations
between states – first within Western Europe and the Atlantic Alliance, and
then globally. What had appeared as a tantalising yet vain promise under
Stresemann thus now came into full bloom.

Yet this revolutionary change originally owed as much to necessity as to
choice. Defeated Germany was devastated not only physically, but also
morally. It was a disarmed, occupied and divided country. Rapidly absorbed
by the two most powerful opposing entities in history, it was separated by the
most important front line in the new Cold War. East and West thus also
confronted massive security problems, from within and without. West
Germany’s security policies not only reflected the necessities of this situation,
but also Germany’s post-war political evolution and the strong preferences of
its political leader at that time, Konrad Adenauer.

The most fundamental aspect was a rejection of the past German Sonderweg
and all its implications: its anti-Western orientation, its tendency towards
authoritarian or even totalitarian politics, and its militarist inclinations. German
politics thus shifted decisively towards a pro-Western and pro-democratic
orientation. These were now seen as closely linked: West German post-war
democracy developed with and through the integration of the Federal Republic
into Western institutions, just as those institutions also increasingly reflected
the successes of West German democracy.

The essence of this pro-Western, pro-democratic West German foreign-
policy role concept can be summarised in the following core principles.

‘Never again’: pacifism, moralism and democracy
The first lesson drawn from the Nazi period was a widespread, instinctive
pacifism, a rejection of anything military and any use of force in the settlement
of political conflicts. ‘Never again’ also meant no more concentration camps, no
more genocide, no more coddling up to dictators, and no more human-rights
abuses. Pacificism, democracy and respect for human rights thus emerged as
powerful core political values in Germany’s foreign-policy role concept. This
new foreign-policy orientation found its political expression in a number of
political, legal and constitutional ‘do’s’ and ‘don’ts’. On the one hand, the Basic
Law explicitly commits German foreign policy to norms such as European
unity, international peace and the protection of human rights. On the other, it
imposes constraints on the use of force. Thus, the Constitution limits the use of
force to purposes of defence (Article 87a) and German participation in systems
of mutual collective security (Article 24, paragraph 2). Until the Constitutional
Court authoritatively interpreted those clauses in 1994, it was unclear what
exactly those restrictions entailed. Since 1982, several governments had read
the Basic Law as prohibiting any participation of German armed forces in
operations outside the NATO context. In practice, this meant that the
Bundeswehr had to plan only for the eventuality of an attack by the Warsaw
Pact on West Germany.

West Germany also repeatedly renounced the development or acquisition of
weapons of mass destruction, and the country joined the Non-Proliferation
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Treaty in 1969. When the Federal Republic of Germany joined NATO in 1955, it
also accepted restrictions on the deployment of certain types of conventional
weaponry (notably certain types of warships). Those restrictions were inserted
into the Brussels Treaty and supervised by the WEU; they were removed in the
1980s.26

‘Never alone’: integration, multilateralism and democratisation
The renunciation of weapons of mass destruction and of military means for
independent power projection was a choice without alternative. It was almost
impossible to envisage West Germany achieving full sovereignty without very
solid assurances for its neighbours against any revival of German military
expansionism. Thus, constraints on West Germany’s autonomous military
power were both imposed by the Allied Powers and accepted as necessary,
indeed as beneficial for West Germany, by its new political élite – many of
whom shared the revulsion of military power expressed by the majority of the
German people.

Yet while both the victorious powers and the political prudence of the new
German leadership demanded powerful constraints on German forces, the
exigencies of the incipient Cold War demanded a militarily powerful West
Germany closely aligned with the West. The Soviet conventional military threat
to Western Europe could not possibly be countered without Germany, just as
Germany could not possibly defend itself on its own. The only way for
Germany to protect itself was to receive protection from the United States. And
the only way for America to protect Western Europe was to protect Germany.

What might have seemed an impossible task of squaring the circle –
rearming West Germany as an ally while tightly controlling its military power –
was achieved through the brilliant American-led strategy of ‘double
containment’.27 In 1951, West Germany was integrated as an equal partner into
the European Coal and Steel Community – which put the member countries’
coal and steel industries (and hence their arms production) under the control of
a supranational body. In 1955, West Germany received full sovereignty as the
Federal Republic of Germany, yet immediately renounced some of this
sovereignty by accepting the already mentioned constraints on its military
power and, perhaps even more importantly, by placing all active West German
armed forces (whose build-up had only just started, but was to reach 500,000
men under arms) under the direct command of NATO.28 NATO’s integrated
military command structure effectively prevented the development of
autonomous power-projection capabilities, or the establishment of a Joint
Chiefs of Staff. The Federal Republic had no wish to develop such capabilities,
and its protection through NATO also meant that it felt no need to do so.

With the integration of the Bundeswehr into NATO, the issue of participation
in Western out-of-area operations also arose, a topic remote during the Cold
War, but not completely absent. The US sought symbolic German military
support during the Vietnam War (Germany firmly refused, and sent a floating
hospital instead); in 1964 in the context of the Cyprus problem (Germany
decided to provide a German component for an eventual intervention); in 1967
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for Israel (Germany accepted participation in an eventual multilateral fleet to
open the blockade of the Gulf of Aqaba by Egypt); and in the early 1980s, again
in the context of the Middle East. In response to those pressures, in 1982 the
government formally decided to interpret the Constitution as prohibiting any
German participation in out-of-area missions, and this position prevailed until
it was overturned by the Constitutional Court in July 1994.

‘Politics, not force’: the preference for political solutions
The pacifist impulse implied a strong preference for political solutions, and a
profound scepticism vis-à-vis the use of force under all guises. While this
attitude clearly reflected Germany’s past, it also mirrored the peculiar security
position of West Germany during the Cold War. The Soviet threat was hard to
counter in traditional military terms: any major war between the two blocs was
bound to devastate Germany, whatever the eventual outcome of that war. The
Bundeswehr from this perspective was not a traditional military instrument
designed to defeat the designs of an attacking enemy through effective defence
or counter-attack. Its real purpose was to underpin a delicate, highly complex
and dynamic strategy of war-avoidance through nuclear deterrence.29 Germany
needed a robust nuclear deterrence more than anyone else in the Alliance. This
made for an awkward, structurally tense security partnership with the US,
which had every interest in keeping flexible and loose the link between the
European balance and America’s own strategic nuclear deterrent. But these
tensions never seriously disrupted the Alliance. The bargain held.

A second implication of West Germany’s exposed security situation was
that Bonn developed a strong stake in reducing tensions between the blocs.
From the late 1960s, West German diplomacy increasingly pursued efforts to
reduce tensions and to promote pan-European stability. This was carried
forward bilaterally through Ostpolitik, but also multilaterally. Within NATO, it
was enshrined in the 1967 Harmel Report, which defined NATO’s grand
strategy as containing two major elements: defence and détente. Acceptance of
NATO’s military strategy of flexible response was thereby tied to political
efforts at reducing tensions in Europe, thus working on reducing the risks of
war. Germany’s second multilateral vehicle for détente was the CSCE, which
reached its first climax in the 1975 Helsinki Charter. During the 1980s, it laid
the foundations for overcoming East–West divisions and the end of the Soviet
empire.

‘Norms define interests’: identity and foreign-policy objectives
Germany’s national interests are routinely defined in terms of norms and
values, such as its close integration with the West. The desire to uphold
universal human rights has found strong resonance in Germany’s foreign-
policy role concept. In short, a missionary element has developed in German
foreign policy, which assumes the moral superiority of universal Western
values and has shown itself increasingly prepared to act accordingly. Thus,
while Bundeswehr participation in UN peacekeeping operations never arose
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before the 1980s (the two Germanies joined the UN only in 1973), it increasingly
became involved in such activities from the late 1980s onwards: in 1987, the
United States asked for German support in clearing the Persian Gulf of mines
laid during the Iran–Iraq War. The following year, Secretary-General Perez de
Cuellar asked for German support in UN peacekeeping efforts in Central
America. Both requests were turned down, but they triggered a serious political
debate in Germany and led to Germany contributing personnel, but no soldiers,
to peacekeeping operations in Namibia and Central America during the 1980s.

Unification
The national objective of unification, which was also enshrined in the
Constitution, was the only core norm which seemed to hark back to previous
ages of German foreign policy. It could indeed have pulled West German
foreign policy and domestic politics in a different, less pro-Western direction.
Yet the Cold War made progress on this issue all but impossible, facilitating the
demise of German nationalism. Efforts to keep the German question open,
which initially had counteracted the Western diplomacy of détente, shifted from
the 1970s onwards towards a new tactic of Wandel durch Annäherung (change
through rapprochement), which aimed at transforming the realities of division
through its diplomatic acceptance and a step-by-step process of intensified
exchanges.

German security policy since 1990
The end of East–West confrontation, and with it the unification of Germany,
brought a fundamental transformation of the country’s foreign-policy and
security environments. In theory, Germany was now free to return to the role of
one of Europe’s Great Powers. Yet, the reunited country showed no desire to
depart from its post-war foreign-policy orientation. It insisted on continuity in
its integration into the Western Alliance system, and even proposed an
acceleration of European integration, involving further far-reaching transfers of
German sovereignty. With the explicit and credible renunciation of any
territorial ambitions concerning the eastern regions lost to Poland and Russia as
a result of the Second World War, the country also firmly wedded itself to the
status quo in Europe. This insistence on continuity puzzled observers with a
‘realist’ bias; quite a few of them suspected that Germany was hiding its true
intentions behind a smokescreen of rhetoric. Yet these suspicions proved to be
completely misleading. Germany remained committed to the foreign-policy
orientation of a civilian power. Nowhere was this more obvious than in its
defence and security policies.

The most important elements of continuity in Germany’s security and
defence posture were the decisions to retain membership of NATO. In fact,
Germany played an important role in NATO’s decision to deepen this
integrated military structure through transforming its European organisation
into a thoroughly multilateral military structure. Only Bundeswehr units
stationed in the former East Germany were initially not assigned to NATO – a
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step taken to satisfy Soviet sensitivities about NATO expansion. Germany also
continued to see its military forces first and foremost as a political tool: as in the
past, the Bundeswehr served to underline West Germany’s firm commitment to
the West. This found expression in the concept of multinational corps – military
units which combine forces from two or more NATO countries.

Germany also pursued this approach with France through the Eurocorps,
originally meant primarily as a political vehicle for closer Franco-German
security cooperation. For France it was a way to attain German military
integration; for Germany, it was seen as a means to bring France closer to
NATO. The Eurocorps, assigned in times of crisis to NATO, but also available
to the WEU, has been joined by units from Belgium, Spain and Luxembourg.
Parts of it have been deployed in Bosnia in the context of SFOR.

Germany’s post-unification security policies have also strongly emphasised
the need for closer relations with Eastern Europe and the successor states of the
former Soviet Union, notably Russia. Early steps in this direction were the
NATO Cooperation Council and the Partnership for Peace programme. On
NATO enlargement, Bonn was torn. While Minister of Defence Rühe pushed
for rapid NATO expansion, the government line initially rather followed the
approach of Foreign Minister Kinkel, who emphasised the need to keep close
ties with Russia. Only when America began to swing its support behind NATO
enlargement from late 1994 did this change.30 NATO enlargement eventually
was implemented in 1999, but in compensation Russia was offered a
Permanent Joint Council. The Partnership for Peace was also upgraded, and a
Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council (the renamed and revised NATO
Cooperation Council) and a NATO–Ukraine Charter were thrown into the
bargain as well.

Bonn tended to see in these initiatives possibilities for using military
instruments for political purposes, namely the integration of Eastern European
countries into a cooperative European security order. The OSCE, which became
a permanent international organisation largely at German behest, represented
this aspiration perhaps most fully, and the Bundeswehr repeatedly seconded
officers to OSCE missions. Yet the organisation, while doing valuable work in
diplomacy, soon showed itself overburdened with the tasks of crisis manage-
ment in the former Yugoslavia, and thus lost some of its original importance.

In the context of the ‘Two Plus Four’ negotiations, Germany repeated its
rejection of any initiation of military force for aggressive purposes
(Angriffskrieg) and its permanent renunciation of weapons of mass destruction.
It also agreed to a ceiling of 370,000 on its armed forces. In fact, financial
constraints and problems of recruitment kept the actual figures even lower: by
2000, the Bundeswehr‘s strength was down to about 332,800.31 Military spending
was also cut: German defence expenditure fell from about US$50bn in 1985 to
$32.4bn in 1998 (in constant 1997 US dollars). As a percentage of GDP, defence
spending declined from 3.2% to 1.5%.32

The core of the restructuring of the Bundeswehr reflected the perceived new
risks and uncertainties which required military precautions and contingency
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planning. For those tasks, the Ministry of Defence created a 53,600-strong,
highly mobile crisis-reaction force. All of these have been assigned to NATO’s
Allied Rapid Reaction Corps, the Allied Mobile Force, the Danish-Polish-
German corps or the Eurocorps. The fastest elements of these élite troops are
deployable in three to seven days’ notice, and they consist exclusively of
professional soldiers. The Bundeswehr has also developed a permanent central
command and operational capability through the Operational Command in
Koblenz and the Command Centre assigned to the Inspector-General. This
capability has been needed to conduct operations outside traditional NATO
operations, such as the peacekeeping mission in Somalia.33

The bulk of the Bundeswehr, and all its conscripts, are assigned to the main
defence forces, which are to maintain a low-readiness capability for territorial
defence. Since any direct military threat to Germany is unlikely to materialise
any time soon, this force has lost much of its raison d’être. Thus, the Bundeswehr
has become a two-class organisation.

It was primarily the controversial participation in operations in the former
Yugoslavia which drove the long and agonising political debate about the
scope and limits of deploying the Bundeswehr. The debate culminated with the
judgement of the Constitutional Court in Karlsruhe on 12 July 1994, which
authoritatively defined the new constraints on the use of German military
force.34 The Court decided that the Constitution allowed participation of the
Bundeswehr in any institutional or multilateral context of ‘mutual collective
security’. In this, the Court also included NATO and the WEU, since their
objectives were deemed compatible with the pursuit of international peace and
security. Thus, under the ruling, deployment in operations other than
individual or collective defence now depended on three important pre-
conditions: objectives had to be consonant with the promotion of international
peace and security; Germany needed partners and an institutional context in
which to act; and any deployment required a positive vote of the Bundestag.
Whether German soldiers could also participate in out-of-area operations
without a mandate by the Security Council remained unclear.35

Still a ‘civilian power’?
To see the changes in Germany’s security posture in 1998–99 as a fundamental
departure from the norm is misleading. The changes had begun much earlier,
and this posture represented a culmination of trends which had been apparent
since 1991. Bundeswehr participation in the NATO air attacks against the former
Yugoslavia in 1999 has been widely labelled Germany’s first combat operation
since 1945. But this is simply wrong: in February 1995 the German government
approved the deployment of German air-power in combat operations to help
extract UNPROFOR from Bosnia if needed, and German Tornados flew combat
missions in the context of NATO operation Deliberate Force which preceded the
Dayton accords in 1995.

Moreover, even during the Kosovo War, German policies clearly
corresponded quite closely to the ideal type of civilian power in the most
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important aspects. German attitudes and policies towards Kosovo were driven
by concern about the atrocities there. This was apparent in all public
statements, but also in the large-scale humanitarian assistance which Germany
provided to Albania and Macedonia almost from the beginning, and by its
willingness to take the largest contingent of refugees. Germany also led
diplomatic efforts to consider ways to reconstruct and stabilise the war-torn
Balkans. Additionally, German policies were shaped by the desire to stick with
its allies. This motive was reinforced, but not created, by the fact that the new
coalition felt it needed to prove its loyalty and thus reassure allies and partners
of its intentions.

Germany’s policies continued to be obsessed with European stability. This
concern, in turn, was driven by Germany’s axiomatic multilateralism, which
depended on strong and vibrant European, transatlantic and international
institutions. The war in Kosovo, like the previous wars in the former
Yugoslavia, were perceived by Berlin as threats to those institutions, conjuring
the dangers of a re-nationalisation of European politics.

Germany was also in the forefront of searching for political alternatives to
the war. Thus, after some initial snubbing of Russia’s special envoy Viktor
Chernomyrdin, Bonn quickly sought to bring Russia back into the diplomatic
process, and it also pushed for involvement by the UN Secretary-General, and
for a Security Council resolution. The Foreign Ministry also laboured hard to
find a G-8 consensus on the outlines of a political settlement, including some
incentives to Serbia (under the so-called ‘Fischer Plan’). The war also catalysed
long-overdue thinking and diplomatic action on an overall strategy for
preventing future violence and stabilising the situation in the Balkans
economically and politically, again with Germany in the lead. Participation in
the air strikes was also seen as a means to ensure Germany’s weight in the
negotiations.36 Germany thus displayed the political will to promote and initiate
collective policies, and it showed a clear preference for political negotiations
over military coercion.

The one significant departure from the civilian-power ideal type was, of
course, participation in a war without a Security Council mandate and without
a clear-cut justification in international law. But this departure, too, can be
explained without assuming a fundamental discontinuity in German foreign
policy. First, as argued above, in the former Yugoslavia Germany confronted a
situation in which two core principles of its foreign-policy identity could no
longer be reconciled: Berlin had to make a choice between them. It did so by
choosing solidarity and the promotion of human rights over its desire to avoid
the use of force. Moreover, the Security Council itself had noted that the
situation in Kosovo constituted a threat to international peace, as defined by
Article 39 of the Charter. It also turned down decisively Russia’s draft
resolution demanding an immediate halt to NATO air attacks. Those
inconsistencies provided substance to the argument that NATO intervention
was justified by exceptional circumstances and a clear human-rights
emergency.37 Germany also insisted on bringing the Security Council back in as
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quickly as possible, and eventually was able to accomplish this through the
‘Fischer Plan’, which was accepted by the G-8 and implemented through the
Security Council.38 Considerable emphasis was also put on rejecting Kosovo as
a precedent: Germany was among those European countries which (in the
context of negotiations over NATO’s new long-term strategy) objected to a far-
reaching self-empowerment of NATO to conduct interventions out-of-area
without a Security Council mandate. To underline its commitment to the UN
and the protection of human rights world-wide, Germany later also decided to
participate in the UN-sponsored ‘Interfet’ force in East Timor, sending a total of
230 medics to Australia as a token of its support.39

Implications for European defence
The glaring deficiencies that the Kosovo War revealed in Europe´s military
capabilities, and the way in which the war was dominated by the United States,
have given new impetus to the search for common European security and
defence policies. At least rhetorically, Germany has been at the forefront of this
effort, seeing another opportunity to deepen European integration. During
1999, rapid progress was made on the basic outlines of a European security and
defence policy, the ‘headline goal’ of which is to build a force of some 60,000
European soldiers, deployable at short notice and able to sustain combat
operations for one year even without direct American involvement. What made
this progress possible has been a significant shift in the UK´s position on
European security cooperation: London now seems genuinely interested in
promoting a European defence identity. Diplomatic achievements on
developing a blueprint for ESDP have been substantial, and there has also been
significant progress on rationalising and merging Europe´s arms industries – an
important requirement for a genuinely European defence.

Yet a meaningful ESDP would probably require the following three
conditions: the creation of a common European approach to procurement, with
far-reaching supranational authority; a thorough restructuring of European
defence industries along European lines; and substantially larger defence
budgets. None of those conditions will be easily met, and the first two involve
huge changes in European attitudes towards sovereignty and supra-
nationalism. Moreover, significant European defence autonomy will almost
certainly require a more substantial military contribution from Germany than
Germany is ready to provide. Despite the striking evolution discussed in this
essay, there are a number of reasons to doubt German willingness to contribute
significant new resources or energy to European defence.

First, Germany´s participation in an intervention that was justified on
humanitarian grounds – but which had less-than-impressive humanitarian
results – has produced a backlash. As might have been expected, a lively
political debate has begun in Germany about the relative merits and demerits
of military crisis management and preventive policies.40 And the focus of
security policy has shifted back to an emphasis on the non-military dimensions
of security policy. In part, this reflected a much more sober assessment of what
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air power had actually achieved in Kosovo: NATO was perhaps not so much
victorious as lucky. Obviously, the coalition-government parties also were
anxious to cover the tracks of their apparent U-turn regarding the use of
military force. Moreover, the situation on the ground in Kosovo has shifted to
non-military issues such as the maintenance of public order, the upholding of a
multi-ethnic and pluralist framework for politics, the building of a viable
economy and, generally, the construction of foundations for a functioning
modern state. But there also was a change of mood in Germany. Relief about
being ‘on the right side of history’ gave way to a sombre realisation that the
Kosovo intervention had not resolved anything. With its participation in the
war, however limited in practice, Germany had descended into the morass of
what might be called the politics of the use of force. Germany still being the
‘civilian power’ which it is, Germans did not like the experience.

Second, as a result of this disillusionment with humanitarian intervention,
Germany has placed renewed emphasis on conflict prevention. The key
element in this has been the Stability Pact for South-eastern Europe.41 This in
many ways epitomises the ‘civilian power’ approach: it is a huge operation
aimed at stabilising and, in the long run, integrating the whole of South-eastern
Europe into the EU and NATO through cooperation. It covers a whole region
through a comprehensive, long-term strategy modelled after the Marshall Plan
and the CSCE process. Its aims are to be reached through an enormously
complex structure involving round tables on democracy and human rights,
development, and regional security, with dozens of sub-tables and working
groups. Apart from the recipients (which, in principle, also include the former
Yugoslavia, as well as Kosovo and all other states in the region), the Stability
Pact involves dozens of European and other Western governments, Russia,
Japan, a number of international organisations from the OSCE (which formally
is in charge overall) through international development banks to the European
Union, as well as business and non-government organisations. The effort to
create viable democratic states and self-sustaining development throughout
South-eastern Europe, and to anchor the region solidly in the interlocking
framework of Western institutions, will no doubt require tremendous
commitment, huge resources, and a great deal of stamina. The Stability Pact
aims at providing all that, and its strategy is admirable in principle. This
quintessentially multilateralist, civilian and European approach to instability in
the Balkans has only one huge drawback: it demands incredible capacities for
organisation and coordination and a lot of political will. The danger is that
neither will be sufficiently developed to turn the Stability Pact into a strategy of
effective prevention. Instead, it could degenerate into political symbolism and
‘prevention on the cheap’, with little real commitment and money behind it.
Such a half-hearted approach will not resolve the tensions in the Balkans, but
may be sufficient to keep the situation from deteriorating for a while.

Third, the new responsibilities and commitments of Germany in the Balkans
and in the context of the recent European defence initiatives have huge
implications for the Bundeswehr. The new Bundeswehr, which hardly had
digested ten years of restructuring in the wake of unification and the end of the
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Cold War in Europe, has been severely stretched by its commitments in Bosnia
and Kosovo. It will need to be restructured thoroughly yet again, with a
substantially greater emphasis on, and greater numbers for, crisis-reaction
forces. Yet the Bundeswehr has been starved of funds for years, and necessary
investment in equipment has been delayed or shelved completely. All this
implies that the Bundeswehr will need more money. So far, however, it is getting
less: in August 1999, the Ministry of Defence had to accept yet another hefty cut
of DM3.5bn, and on present planning there will be further cuts of a similar
magnitude against originally envisaged expenditures of about DM50bn per
annum in the coming four years.42 Caught between its new commitments and
fiscal stringency, the government is now exploring ways to further reduce the
overall strength of the Bundeswehr, and there has been a lively political debate
about the sustainability of conscription. In all likelihood, the reform debate will
lead to substantially smaller armed forces geared towards power projection,
rather than to territorial defence, and with a larger share of professionals and
fewer conscripts. This was also the gist of the recommendations of a blue-
ribbon commission on the future of the Bundeswehr chaired by former President
Richard Weizsäcker, as well as by an internal policy review within the Ministry
of Defence headed by the Inspector General of the Bundeswehr, Hans-Peter von
Kirchbach. The Weizsäcker Commission recommended reducing the total
strength of the Bundeswehr to 240,000 and the number of conscripts to 30,000.
The internal review came down in favour of a more modest reduction in overall
strength and a comparably larger share of conscripts. The latter probably
reflected a strong political preference by both Chancellor Schröder and Minister
of Defence Scharping for retaining a meaningful conscription, and actual policy
is likely to follow this line, rather than the more drastic recommendations of the
Weizsäcker Commission.43 Whether that will free sufficient resources to launch
a badly needed investment drive to equip the Bundeswehr in line with its new
commitments – or whether the government will relent and halt the erosion of
the Bundeswehr’s financial base – remains uncertain. There is a serious danger
of a new rift opening between Germany and some of its key partners, because
of diverging military capabilities and capacities for joint action.

Fourth, this implies, that for the foreseeable future, the Bundeswehr (as,
indeed, most other European militaries) will probably not be able to provide
additional forces for other European or NATO operations, should they become
necessary. Any future participation of the Bundeswehr in similar operations
elsewhere will have to wait for a successful restructuring and/or the resolution
of conflicts in the Balkans. As many others before (and that in East Timor
afterwards), the ‘humanitarian intervention’ in Kosovo was triggered by the
disintegration of a state under pressure from ethno-nationalist violence. It
therefore entailed the need to (re-)build a viable state from scratch. Successful
interventions do not solve problems but only prepare the ground: the real task
(namely, state-building) only then starts. It requires international protectorates
and a long-term military presence. Germany – and Europe – will thus be stuck
in the Balkans, and the Balkans will make or break Europe’s new security and
defence policies.
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Fifth, like its partners, Germany kept the use of the Bundeswehr resolutely
below the threshold of a serious risk to German lives. The real test for its
stomach to use military force for humanitarian purposes therefore is yet to be
faced. More broadly, it is also far from clear to what extent Germany will be
prepared to accept the costs of sustained peacekeeping, peace-enforcement, or
preventive strategies. Any one of those will come with a hefty price-tag and,
given Germany’s already high level of public debt and foreseeable future
claims on public budgets, resources will either have to be freed from other
policy responsibilities or found through additional tax revenues. Neither
outcome is likely.

Conclusion
The evolution of German policies regarding the use of force since 1990 has
represented a security-policy reorientation within Germany’s traditional post-
war foreign-policy identity as a civilian power. This reorientation was first and
foremost the result of tensions between core values of Germany’s post-war
foreign-policy identity. While those core values could be reconciled rather
easily in the Cold War environment, this no longer was the case in Germany’s
new security environment, which was seen as posing challenges in which
military instruments acquired a new and qualitatively different importance.
Changing perceptions and expectations of Germany by its partners worked in
the same direction. Germany’s participation in the Kosovo air-strikes thus was
based on a commitment to core humanitarian and democratic values, on the
desire to show solidarity with its Western allies, and on worries about the future
of European order – all of which had deep roots in Germany’s troubled history.

 The old ‘culture of restraint’ nevertheless continued to cast its shadow over
Germany during the crisis. First, the combat contribution of the Bundeswehr was
confined to a handful of reconnaissance and ECR-Tornados, and the
government firmly ruled out any deployment of ground troops.44 Second,
throughout the crisis Berlin put particular emphasis on humanitarian
assistance, and most of its deployed military resources were directed towards
the refugee camps in Macedonia and Albania. As in the war in Bosnia,
Germany again accepted the largest contingent of refugees from Kosovo. Third,
Berlin pushed for a political solution to the conflict early on (with the Fischer
Plan, which became the basis for the joint position of the G-8), and it played an
important role in bringing Russia and the Security Council back into the
picture.

Upon closer inspection, the presumed ‘normalisation’ of Germany’s security
policy thus resembles anything but a reversion to traditional Great Power
behaviour. It does, however, close the post-Cold War security-policy gap which
had opened between Germany and its principal NATO allies with the 1991
Gulf War. This reorientation of Germany’s security policies was facilitated by
parallel changes in the security postures of Germany’s key allies, which
together produced a significant convergence of attitudes of all major Western
powers towards the use of force. If Germany’s attitude to the use of force has
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changed, so have the attitudes of others. For NATO, future use of force beyond
the defence of vital national interests will be couched in terms of humanitarian
and democratic legitimacy, and it will need strong public support. Intervention
will be collective and organised in ways which minimise the risks of casualties
for the interveners. And after the intervention, the Alliance will assume
primary responsibility for rehabilitating the object of its intervention.

Germany will continue to be guided by its old principles, and it will
continue to try to reconcile them as much as possible with the new exigencies of
a radically different security environment. A direct challenge to the civilian-
power role concept is therefore unlikely in the foreseeable future. Policies on
the use of force will continue to be cautious and restrained, and Germany’s
willingness to have the Bundeswehr operate abroad without a Security Council
mandate in Kosovo may well prove exceptional. In short, use of the Bundeswehr
in the future will continue to need exceptionally compelling and emotive
reasons, which touch on Germany’s core values; it will only take place within a
NATO or EU context, and the Bundeswehr will never operate alone.

The consequences of this for ESDP may well be paradoxical. On the one
hand, Germany will continue to support the development of a more closely
integrated political and military machinery for EDSP, and – in purely military
terms – the restructuring of the Bundeswehr into a smaller, yet more
professional and more mobile force should increasingly enable Germany to
participate in joint military action. On the other hand, Berlin continues to see
military power as a means towards political ends in the context of closer
European integration, and it has not yet come to terms with the full range of
implications of ESDP. This may again push Germany out of step with its key
European allies.

A much more likely change in Germany’s security-policy posture would be
a gradual, undramatic but cumulatively dangerous process of ‘hollowing out’.
In such a scenario, German foreign and security policies simply would be
neglected and deprived of resources. Germany’s post-war norms and values
would gradually lose their support among the country’s élites and society at
large, to be supplanted by the pursuit of material objectives and the defence of
vested interests. In these circumstances, the government may not be able to
secure sufficient support to ensure peace and stability in the whole of Europe
and its periphery. It may then also be unable to prepare adequately for another
crisis involving large-scale violence – and the need to use force to contain and
defuse it. There no doubt would be efforts to compensate for this dearth of
national resources and effective instruments by developing new forms of
international cooperation and new institutions – as has already been the case in
the aftermath of the Kosovo intervention. But while the logic of multilateral
cooperation is compelling, its effectiveness will again require real commitment,
real money and real leadership.45 The lack of German resources and
commitment assumed in this scenario could then easily reproduce itself at the
multilateral level. The emperor would be found to have no clothes. Germany
might then still be ‘civilian’, but it would no longer be a ‘power’.
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